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1. Introduction* 
 
Broadcast media have in many European contexts been important catalysts in the type of 
sociolinguistic change commonly referred to as ‘standardization’. This certainly holds for 
public broadcasting in Flanders, the northern, officially Dutch-speaking part of Belgium. The 
Flemish public broadcaster VRT (Vlaamse Radio en Televisie [Flemish Radio and 
Television]) has always aimed at setting the norm for ‘correct’	  language use (Jaspers & Van 
Hoof 2013; Vandenbussche 2010), as a result of which VRT-Nederlands [VRT Dutch] has up 
to this day been an often-used synonym for Standard Dutch in Flanders (Van de Velde & 
Houtermans 1999). However, the VRT has recently also been accused of increasingly 
allowing nonstandard Dutch in nearly all programme genres, with the exception of ‘hard 
news’. One nonstandard speech style in particular seems to have gained popularity since the 
1990s, viz. tussentaal or ‘in-between language’, named after its structurally intermediate 
position in between Standard Dutch and the Flemish dialects. Not only are many Flemings 
increasingly using this hybrid colloquial style in their private lives, it is also intruding in the 
public sphere, entering (media) domains traditionally considered the territory of Standard 
Dutch. Several linguists have interpreted the success of tussentaal as a symptom of a process 
of ‘destandardization’	  (Grondelaers & van Hout 2011; Grondelaers, van Hout & Speelman 
2011; van der Horst 2008; Willemyns 2007, 2013: 245–6): in line with analyses of language 
ideological changes in other European contexts, Standard Dutch in Flanders is seen to lose its 
position as the one and only ‘best language’, which is predicted to lead to ‘a radical 
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weakening, and eventual abandonment, of the “standard [language] ideology”	  itself’	  
(Coupland & Kristiansen 2011: 28).  
In this chapter I reconsider this hypothesis, by drawing attention to the fact that the 
Flemish broadcast media are a site where standardization has for a long time already been 
counterbalanced by ‘vernacularizing’	  tendencies (Coupland 2014), and by proposing that 
tussentaal use is not necessarily at odds with a standard language ideology. Data to 
corroborate these claims are drawn from TV fiction, a genre where nonstandard language use, 
both in the guise of intermediary styles and ‘fully-fledged’	  dialect, has had a considerable 
presence from the very start of TV broadcasting in Flanders in 1953 (Van Hoof 2015), even 
though the VRT was at the same time a major proponent of an intense linguistic 
standardization campaign. This chapter puts forward the argument that these standardization 
efforts can be analysed as a process of ‘enregisterment’	  (Agha 2005, 2007), in which Standard 
Dutch and its antipode, the dialect, became conventionally associated with certain salient 
stereotypical speaker characteristics. An unintended side-effect of this process seems to have 
been that hybrid forms of language use that mediate between these two poles have become 
available for styling ‘ordinary’, less conspicuous or less ‘marked’	  (Bucholtz & Hall 2004) 
types of linguistic behaviour in a genre like TV fiction. 
The analyses in the following sections are based on De collega’s [The Colleagues], the 
most popular VRT fiction series from the 1970s, which was broadcast at a time when the 
Flemish standardization campaigns were past their high point, but still fresh in public 
memory. Before analysing The Colleagues’	  engagement with this standardization project, I 
will sketch its characteristics in the next section.  
 
2. Linguistic standardization in Flanders 
 
For a long time French was the prestige variety in the whole of Belgium, including the 
northern part, Flanders, where in daily life Germanic varieties were spoken. The resistance 
against the dominance of French in Flanders grew gradually in the nineteenth century, at first 
mainly among Flemish middle-class intellectuals, and culminated in the course of the 
twentieth century into the large-scale, widely popular and explicitly nationalist Vlaamse 
Beweging [Flemish Movement]. Its proponents, the so-called ‘flamingants’, demanded 
linguistic rights for the Flemings and eventually managed to consolidate these rights in a 
series of laws that formed the basis of Flanders as a separate political entity from 1970 
onwards. 
However, the question what language these rights were being demanded for was in the 
nineteenth century still the subject of debate among linguists and intellectuals. Eventually a 
dominant majority preferred the adoption of Standard Dutch, as it had been developed in the 
Netherlands, over the development of an endogenous Flemish standard. The Flemish dialects 
and the administrative register that existed at the time were thought to be too strongly 
influenced by French and therefore unsuitable to base a standard on, and it was believed that 
Dutch would better be able to withstand the prestige of French (Vosters 2013; Willemyns 
2013). The nineteenth and the early twentieth century saw an outpouring of publications and 
the foundation of several grassroots organizations aimed at purifying language use and 
promoting the Dutch norm in Flanders (Absillis 2009; Willemyns 2013). The peak of 
standardization efforts, however, can be situated roughly between 1950 and 1980, when the 
public broadcaster VRT joined in the efforts of schools, newspapers, magazines and 
grassroots organizations to further the spread of what was then still called Algemeen 
Beschaafd Nederlands [General Civilized Dutch], ABN in short (see Jaspers & Van Hoof 
2013). The VRT engaged professional language advisors to see to it that all presenters spoke 
faultless Standard Dutch, and filled prime time slots on radio and TV with instructional 
languages programmes presented by ABN activists.  
The ABN campaign was closely entwined with the political goals of the Flemish 
Movement. The premises of the language ideology on which the project hinged were that 
linguistic standardization was the necessary prerequisite of civilization, modernity and 
progress, and that speaking Standard Dutch was the sine qua non of the emancipation of 
individual Flemings (ensuring their upward social mobility and equality as citizens in a 
modern democracy), as well as the collective emancipation of the Flemish people within the 
Belgian state. In practice, ABN activists focused to a large extent on speech purification, 
teaching Flemings to improve their regional or dialectal pronunciation and render it more 
standard-like, and to adopt Dutch lexis, instead of endogenous Flemish words and the often-
used loans or calques from French. In order to encourage speakers to change their speech 
habits, the ABN propaganda moreover took recourse to implicit and explicit strategies of 
speech typification, offering viewers and readers a ‘contrastive paradigm of two personae’	  
(Agha 2005: 52), each linked to a distinct, standard or dialectal, linguistic repertoire, and 
associated with diametrically opposed attributes and types of behaviour. Thus, Standard 
Dutch was consistently portrayed as the hallmark of modern, civilized, gentleman- or ladylike 
speakers, and as the ticket to higher education and social mobility. Dialect, on the other hand, 
was in the most radical propaganda renounced as an ‘inferior language’	  and nothing more 
than ‘boorish, backward hullabaloo’	  (Anon. 1965), while more moderate voices benevolently 
appreciated dialect as a ‘colourful’	  and ‘juicy’	  asset of ‘simple’	  workmen or farmers (Florquin 
1972: 7–8), and described it as ‘folklorically attractive’, but lacking the ‘sense of distinction’	  
that Standard Dutch lends its speakers.1 The gist of these characterizations was nevertheless 
the same: dialect speakers were denied erudition, civilization, modernity, and social standing, 
qualities that could only be attained by embracing Standard Dutch (see for further analysis 
Van Hoof 2015). 
In the remainder of this chapter, I want to argue that this type of metadiscourse was 
not limited to the ABN propaganda, but was also taken up in other discursive genres, such as 
TV fiction. An example that illustrates this is The Colleagues, a show I will introduce and 
analyse in the next sections. 
 
3. The Colleagues (1978–1981) 
 
The Colleagues staged the daily pursuits of a group of civil servants at their office, together 
staffing an unspecified department in an equally unspecified Brussels ministry. The 
department was led by manager Paul Tienpondt, whose staff consisted of, in hierarchical 
order: 
- head of department Philemon Persez;  
- Bonaventuur Verastenhoven, who was in the first episode promoted from clerk to 
second head of department;  
- secretary Mireille Puis;  
- Jean De Pesser, who was Verastenhoven’s direct rival for promotion but to his utter 
frustration remained clerk;  
- junior clerk Gilbert Van Hie; 
- typist Betty Bossé;  
- lowest in rank, classifier Jomme Dockx, porter Hilaire Baconfoy, and the coffee lady, 
madame Arabelle.2 
                                                
1 J. Florquin in Hier spreekt men Nederlands [Here one speaks Dutch], BRT television, 14 September 
1967. 
2 These are the main characters of the first and second season of the show. Over the course of its three 
seasons, the cast was altered regularly, with some characters (sometimes temporarily) leaving and 
The show, which combined elements of the classic situation comedy with more dramatic 
moments, soon became immensely popular, drawing 1.5-2 million viewers (out of a 
population of 5.6 million Flemings) each week (Dhoest 2006: 154–5). This success was 
probably due to the sense of humour with which the show depicted the unwieldy bureaucracy 
and the careerism that characterized the Civil Service. Moreover, The Colleagues extensively 
referred to the political turmoil of the late 1970s and early 1980s, when Belgium, under the 
pressure of the Flemish Movement, was developing from a unitary to a federal state. The 
Colleagues frequently poked fun at the Flemish Movement and at the project of linguistic 
standardization that the latter so fiercely propagated, as will become clear in the following 
sections.  
 
4. A sociolinguistic analysis of The Colleagues 
 
This analysis is anchored in an interactional sociolinguistic approach to audiovisual fiction. 
Several studies (e.g. Androutsopoulos 2012; Bucholtz & Lopez 2011) have recently 
demonstrated how such ‘telecinematic discourse’	  should not be taken as merely reflecting 
‘naturalistic’	  patterns of sociolinguistic variation in the ‘real’	  world, but can be fruitfully 
analysed as ‘a site of social action in its own right’	  (Androutsopoulos 2012: 142), where the 
metadiscursive depiction of linguistic variability may reveal more about language ideologies 
than about actual speech patterns ‘in real life’. In line with this approach, all 37 episodes of 
The Colleagues were viewed and key scenes were transcribed and analysed interactionally. 
The analysis focused on the individual linguistic repertoires of characters, on patterns of 
styleshifting, codeswitching and stylization, and on other forms of metalinguistic 
commentary, in order to lay bare the indexicalities of the different forms of Dutch deployed in 
the series. I will first discuss how dialect speakers are depicted in The Colleagues (section 
4.1), before turning to the representation of Standard Dutch speakers (section 4.2). In section 
4.3 I analyse these depictions as part of a broader process of enregisterment (Agha 2007) that 
extended beyond this TV show, before finally taking a closer look at The Colleagues’	  
portrayal of tussentaal speakers (section 4.4). 
 
4.1. The portrayal of dialect and its speakers  
 
                                                                                                                                                   
others joining it. 
Some of the stereotypes about dialect and its users that were spread by the ABN propaganda 
are also present in The Colleagues. Thus, characters’	  language use by and large indexes their 
former or present positions in the office hierarchy. Blue-collar staff members Dockx, Arabelle 
and Baconfoy all speak dialect; mid-level staff members Bossé, De Pesser and Van Hie speak 
tussentaal. Secretary Puis, who is higher in rank, is a routine speaker of Standard Dutch, just 
like Verastenhoven. Persez, after Tienpondt highest in rank, speaks fairly standard3, although 
his speech style often also exhibits tussentaal features.4 Finally, manager Tienpondt’s dialect 
use can at least partly (see section 4.3) be interpreted as a relic of his former lower rank: he 
started his career at the bottom of the social ladder, without a university degree, and worked 
his way up to become a manager. In this way, language use in The Colleagues seems at least 
in part intended to reproduce the stereotypical intertwinement of language and social class.  
 Dialect use in The Colleagues also becomes iconic (Gal & Irvine 1995) of 
inarticulateness and communicative incompetence. Routine dialect speakers Dockx and 
Arabelle time and again struggle with ‘difficult’	  or learned words, complex expressions, 
abstract language use, and written genres and registers. Arabelle is made fun of by Van Hie 
when she triumphantly reports to the other Colleagues that she has been cured of her recent 
illness thanks to aquapunctuur [aquapuncture], a treatment which consisted of inserting 
needles in her knoopzenuwen (literally ‘knot nerves’, instead of zenuwknopen [ganglions], 
literally ‘nerve knots’). Dockx diagnoses himself as ‘kleurenblind maar helderziend’	  
[colourblind but clairvoyant], because ‘[hij] zie[t] geen kleur maar [hij] zie[t] scherp’	  [he 
doesn’t see colour, but does see sharply]. When Arabelle writes a formal letter to her 
superiors, ABN speaker Verastenhoven dismisses it as ‘een monster vol kemels’	  [a monster 
full of blunders], which he offers to ‘translate’	  for her into ‘perfect Dutch’	  (episode 15). And 
when Dockx takes an exam in order to get promoted from classifier to clerk, the compulsory 
essay he writes is a combination of unnecessarily formal and literary expressions, nonexistent 
case forms, contaminations and registers such as poetic and legal language that are 
inappropriate in the exam essay genre. Predictably, Dockx’s attempt to get promoted ends in a 
fiasco, but not until Van Hie and De Pesser have extensively ridiculed his piece of writing. In 
this way, dialect speakers are portrayed as possessing limited linguistic competences that are 
unfit for accomplishing the abstract and intellectual tasks typical of modern, bureaucratic 
                                                
3 But somewhat idiosyncratically due to a speech impediment.  
4 In informal forms of address, for example, he shifts between the standard pronouns je and jij and the 
nonstandard ge and gij, the latter forms being typical of tussentaal. 
societies, and that therefore implicitly justify these speakers’	  lowly positions in the office 
hierarchy.  
 
4.2. The portrayal of Standard Dutch and its speakers  
 
The metadiscursive depiction of Standard Dutch in The Colleagues is equally indebted to the 
post-war ABN propaganda, but also extensively reworks it. The characters Verastenhoven and 
Puis epitomize the civilized gentleman and lady as propogated by the ABN campaigns: they 
both not only consistently speak ABN, but also attach great importance to good manners and 
the rules of etiquette. Verastenhoven is moreover a militant member of the Flemish nationalist 
party Volksunie [People’s Union]. The clearest reference to the ABN campaigns, though, is 
Verastenhoven’s fanatic urge to correct the ‘faulty’	  use of Flemish or French words by his 
coworkers, be they subordinates or superiors, into ‘proper’	  Dutch.  
This purificationism is almost invariably framed as illegitimate and impotent. By 
constantly interrupting his coworkers, Verastenhoven in effect hampers communication rather 
than furthering its efficiency, given that everyone easily understands the ‘incorrect’	  words that 
were used. His victims are offended, ignore him, parrot him, or explicitly voice their 
indignation about what they consider to be unwanted and patronizing remarks, but never take 
his advice to heart. When he criticizes madame Arabelle’s letter to her superiors, for example 
(cf. section 4.1), she reacts sharply with ‘moeid u nie Verasten’oven ze zullen da(t) t’r wel 
verstoan!’	  [butt out, Verastenhoven, they’ll understand it all right!], and when he keeps 
interfering, she adds to that, annoyedly: ‘se! da gollen ‘ier nie allemaal neergesloagen 
depressief weurdt hè	  van me zoeë	  ne mens te moeten waarken!’	  [seriously! don’t you people 
get depressed from having to work with such a person!] (episode 15). Verastenhoven’s 
purificationism moreover extends beyond the linguistic domain, as he suffers from a mild 
case of bacillophobia: each morning when he arrives at the office, he cleans the receiver of his 
telephone with his handkerchief. Add to that his unconventional marital status (at forty he is 
still unmarried and living with his mother), his high-pitched voice and laugh and his delicate 
manners, which all suggest, within the heteronormative frame of the series, that he is 
homosexual, and it is clear that The Colleagues parodically turns the erudite, refined 
gentleman of the ABN propaganda into a patronizing, meddlesome and jaunty closet gay. 
 In addition, while the ABN campaigns propagated Standard Dutch as a means of 
democratization and emancipation, The Colleagues paints a much less rosy portrait of social 
mobility, exposing Standard Dutch as a symbolic resource for distinction (cf. Bourdieu 1991), 
with which those higher in rank reproduce rather than level power asymmetries. This at least 
seems to be the intention of Mireille Puis in the following extract. 
 
Extract 1: The rules of etiquette 
From episode 3. Secretary Puis was absent for a few days because of illness. Rumour has it she was taken in at a 
clinic because of mental problems. Now she has returned to work, but she doesn’t know yet that typist Bossé	  
replaced her during her absence. Puis finds a magazine that isn’t hers in a drawer of her desk, and is outraged. 
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De Pesser: 
	  
what’s this! 
((looks up from her newspaper)) uh-oh. 
that’s mine.  
what do you mean that’s yours. 
oh! I forgot. 
and why at my desk.  
=oh I’ve been there for a week. 
=((comes closer, high voice)) say that 
again? 
I’ve replaced you for a week. 
=replaced me? 
=uhuh while you were at the mental  
home. 
who on earth decided to put a silly goose 
of a typist in a position with such  
[responsibilities.  
((louder)) she can’t speak ABN she can’t 
telephone, doesn’t know the rules of 
etiquette! she doesn’t know a single-]= 
[come on hey: you pretentious- (.) ((puts 
down newspaper)) no:::: ((breathy  
voice)) oh ((harsh voice)) please!] 
=word of French! talking wildly, doing as 
[she pleases. ((slaps hands on ties))]= 
[yeah sure.] 
=o:::h  
[it must] have been quite something= 
[hey!] 
=mucking up the secretary’s  
image!= 
((fiddles with her paper, continues 
reading)) °yeah yeah° 
=imagine what the people on the other side 
of the line were thinking!= 
((growls)) 
=an image that is so important to me! and 
there they put, a typist. 
=((looks up and turns to Puis)) ye::s  
a swee:t, [clever,]= 
[a] tart! 
=((louder)) poLITE typist! 
=((high voice)) a frump! 
((angry)) MIND YOUR LANGUAGE! 
((sighs)) but you don’t even know your 
((louder)) endings ((literally: ‘exits’))!  
do you know your entrances?!  
((laughs)) 
((Music. Puis angrily steps into 
Tienpondt’s office.))	  
 wat heefd dat te betekenen! 
((kijkt op van haar krant)) oeioei. dad is 
van mij. 
hoe van jou. 
ah! vergeten. 
en waarom op mijn bureau. 
=ah ik ‘eb daar een week gezeten. 
=((komt dichterbij, hoog)) zeg dat  
nog es? 
ik ‘eb u een week vervangen. 
=vervangen? 
=m:: terwijl dad egij in ‘t gesticht	  ‘ebt 
gezeten. 
wie haalt ‘et nu in z’n hoofd om een 
oerstomme dactylo op die 
verantwoordelijke plaats te [zetten. 
((luider)) dat kan geen ABN spreken dan 
kan niet telefoneren, kent zijn 
beleefdheidsvormen niet! dat kent geen]= 
[seg heu:la stukske pretent- (.) ((legt krant 
neer)) neu:::: ((breathy voice)) mo ((harsh 
voice)) ‘fin!] 
=woord Frans! dat klapt maar op da(d) 
[doet maar. ((klapt handen op dijen))]= 
[da zal wel.] 
=ho:::  
[‘t zal] schoon geweest zijn= 
[seg!] 
=‘et imago van de secretaresse naa de 
botten helpen!= 
((frummelt met krant, leest verder)) °joa 
da° 
=wat moeten de mensen aan de andere 
kant van de lijn gedacht hebben!= 
((gromt)) 
=een imago waar ek zo veel waarde aan 
hecht! en daar zid dan, een dactylo. 
=((kijkt op en draait zich naar Puis)) ja:: 
een lie:ve [verstandige,]= 
[een] trut! 
=((luider)) beLEE:Fde dactylo! 
=((hoog)) een flut! 
((kwaad)) LET OP UW WOORDEN! 
((zucht)) maa je kent niet eens je ((luider)) 
uitgangen! 
kende gij uw ingangen?! 
((lacht)) 
((Muziek. Puis beent kwaad naar het 
bureau van directeur Tienpondt.))	  
 
 Now that Bossé, the only other woman in the office, has had the chance to prove her worth for 
an entire week, Puis is alarmed and feels the need to secure her superior position. In her 
routine ABN5 she constructs her female rival as lacking the necessary symbolic capital 
(Bourdieu 1991) needed for her job: Bossé’s non-ABN speech style, which can in fact be 
characterized as tussentaal, does not come up to the mark of good manners and polite 
language use and therefore disqualifies her as a secretary. In this way Puis relegitimizes the 
existing hierarchy and her own superior position in it. Bossé, in turn, argues that Puis’	  flood 
of abuse only demonstrates her pretentiousness (line 20) and her own lack of politeness (line 
41), thus implicitly challenging the discourse of the ABN campaigns, which equalled 
speaking ABN with politeness. Eventually it is Puis who is left with the short end of the stick: 
when she brings up the ultimate argument that Bossé	  doesn’t even know her uitgangen 
[endings, literally ‘exits’], thereby again referring to the latter’s linguistic shortcomings (lines 
44–5), Bossé	  retorts wittily by casting Puis’ symbolic capital as indexical of the lack of a 
different kind of capital, sex appeal, and projecting a deviant sexual identity onto her (cf. 
Bourdieu 1991: 86). By asking whether Puis knows her ingangen [entrances] (line 46), she 
alludes to the rumour that Puis, who has long reached the marriageable age but is still single, 
is in fact undersexed. Puis is floored by that comeback and slinks off to make her complaint to 
Tienpondt. 
Extract 1 is illustrative of a more general pattern in The Colleagues: precisely at the 
moments when the power asymmetries between the colleagues become more prominent, also 
linguistic differences become salient. At such moments Puis and Verastenhoven, who hold 
privileged positions, regularly mobilize their own ABN use, and their colleagues’	  deficiency 
in that regard, as arguments to put the hierarchy under seal. The lower in rank and non-ABN 
speaking colleagues, in their turn, contest this inequality and highlight how speaking ABN is 
implicated in the reproduction and legitimation of that inequality, often by producing 
stylizations of that variety. In such momentary performances speakers produce an 
‘intensification or exaggeration of a particular way of speaking for symbolic and rhetorical 
effect’	  (Rampton 2001: 85), by putting on a voice that deviates markedly from their routine 
way of speaking, and that can be interpreted as a comment on some aspect of the situation at 
                                                
5 Which in this passage, and unlike usually, also carries some nonstandard features. Puis uses the 
nonstandard lexeme schoon instead of its Standard Dutch equivalent mooi [beautiful] and the 
nonstandard expression naar de botten helpen instead of standard naar de knoppen helpen or naar de 
vaantjes helpen [bring to ruins]. In general, however, her routine speech style is distinctly more 
standard than that of most other characters, and is also perceived by her coworkers as Standard Dutch. 
hand or its larger-scale context (also see Jaspers 2010). An example is Extract 2, where De 
Pesser delivers an imitation of Verastenhoven. 
 
Extract 2: The king of the hat 
From episode 2. Abbreviated transcription. The colleagues are having a coffee break. It has just been announced 
that Verastenhoven has been promoted to second head of office, at the expense of Jean De Pesser, who also took 
the exam but remains junior clerk. De Pesser is outraged. Italics indicate stylized Standard Dutch. 
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[...] I maintain that Verastenhoven has had 
political mediation. my exam was better, 
Verastenhoven. 
other things have also played a part, De 
Pesser. culture. 
culture?! 
backgrounds. 
oh so I don’t have any culture.  
that I haven’t said, [Jean.] 
[°hm°] I have as much culture as the homo 
sapiens Verastenhoven, [right] 
[as much] but of a different kind. 
yes, indeed, the culture of the  
working man. 
[((at Persez, gestures as if to say ‘take it 
easy’)) °(   )°] 
[Paul with all due respect] for the culture 
of the working man but there is a  
difference. 
a difference?! 
yes. 
a distinction. 
a distinction! ((gesturing at 
Verastenhoven)) now let me demonstrate 
that I can sit there just as well as the homo 
sapiens Verastenhoven, with just as much 
culture, right!  
((soft buzz)) 
((De Pesser legs it at Verastenhoven’s 
desk, on his way shoving his cup in 
Arabelle’s hands)) 
°ooh° 
a:h there we all are again, [my friends! 
((laughing)) hoho!]= 
[(come on). De Pesser] 
=I wish you a pleasant day!  
((sits down at Verastenhoven’s desk)) 
hoho:::!  
there’s lots of work to do here!  
bu:t, with some good will, right,  
((gestures)) my friends? 
((laughs)) 
((takes the phone off the hook, breathes on 
it, wipes it clean with a handkerchief)) 
((soft chuckle)) 
((Persez hands his cup to Arabelle, makes 
‘I give up’	  gesture, walks up to 
Verastenhoven, pats him on the arm. 
Verastenhoven draws it back. Persez walks 
away)) 
((in receiver)) mister Persez! a:::h  
[Philemon. I’d like to have a conversation  
with you about Jean De Pesser’s  
behaviour. disgraceful by any standard.]= 
[((soft mutter))] 
=plebeian! as you say. ((changes ear))  
mister party chairman, may I extend to  
you my gratitude for the good  
>offices you’ve put yourself<  
out to for my appointment?= 
 [...] ik blijf erbij da Verasten’oven 
politieke voorspraak ‘eeft g’ad. mijn 
examen was beter Verasten’oven. 
er: hebben nog andere dingen meegespeeld 
Te Pesser. cultuur. 
cultuur?! 
achtergronden. 
ah dus ik ‘eb gene cultuur. 
dat heb ik niet gezegd [Jean.] 
[°hm°] ik heb evenveel cultuur as de homo 
sapiens Verasten’oven [hè] 
[evenveel] maar een andere. 
ja, de cultuur van de  
werkmens ja. 
[((tot Persez, maakt ‘rustig aan’-gebaar)) °(   
)°] 
[Paul met alle respect] voor de cultuur van 
de werkmens maar er is een  
verschil. 
e verschil?! 
ja. 
een onderscheid. 
een onderscheid! ((gebarend in de richting 
van Verastenhoven)) zal ik is 
demonstreren, dad ik daar even goed kan 
zitten als de homo sapiens Verasten’oven 
hè, med evenveel cultuur hè!  
 ((zacht geroezemoes)) 
((De Pesser beent naar Verastenhovens 
bureau en duwt onderweg zijn kop in de 
handen van madame Arabelle)) 
°joei° 
a:h daar zijn we dan weer [allemaal 
vrienden! ((lachend)) hoho!]= 
[(allez). De Pesser] 
=ik wens jullie een prettige dag!  
((gaat zitten aan Verastenhovens bureau)) 
hoho:::!  
er valt hier een berg werk te verzetten!  
maar:, met een beetje goeie wil, nie waar, 
((maakt beweging met handen)) vrienden? 
((lacht)) 
((neemt telefoon van de haak, ademt erop, 
wrijft hem schoon met een zakdoek)) 
((zacht gegrinnik)) 
((Persez geeft zijn kop koffie aan Arabelle, 
maakt ‘ik geef het op’-gebaar, loopt naar 
Verastenhoven, geeft hem een 
bemoedigend klopje op de arm, maar die 
trekt zijn arm weg. Persez loopt weg)) 
((in hoorn)) menee Persez! a:::h  
[Philemon. ik zou graag es een onder’oud 
met u hebben over ‘et gedrag van Jean  
De Pesser. beneden alle peil.]= 
[((zacht gesputter))] 
=plebejer! zoals u zegt. ((wisselt van oor)) 
meneer de partijvoorzitter, mag ek u  
mijn dank toerichten voor de goede  
>bemoeiing die u zich ‘ebt<  
getroost bij mijn benoeming?= 
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colleagues:  
De Pesser: 
 
Tienpondt: 
De Pesser: 
 
 
 
 
Van Hie: 
colleagues: 
Tienpondt: 
De Pesser:	  
((chuckle)) 
=((changes ear)) the king of the  
hat!= 
((laughs)) 
=madam, I would like to pop in later  
today in order to purchase  
a [new hat. with a] little bird on it,  
madam! ((chuckles))  
((lower voice)) well I am, ma’am. 
[((sniggers))] 
[((indignant sounds))] 
[come on Jean!] 
did you see that, Verastenhoven? 
((puts down receiver))	  
((gegrinnik)) 
=((wisselt van oor)) de koning van de 
hoed!= 
((lacht)) 
=mevrouw, ik zou straks es even willen 
binnenwippen voor ‘et aanschaffen van  
een [nieuwe hoed. met een] vogeltje op  
mevrouw! ((giechelt))  
((lager)) ben ek ook mevrouw. 
[((grinnikt))] 
[((verontwaardigde geluiden))] 
[allez Jean!] 
gezien Verasten’oven?  
((legt hoorn neer))	  
 
 
Similar to Extract 1, a tussentaal speaker is confronted with his lack of symbolic capital, that 
other, superordinate characters use to legitimize the tussentaal speaker’s subordinate position 
in the office hierarchy. Even though Tienpondt and Persez have earlier confirmed, off the 
record, that Verastenhoven’s promotion was a political appointment, now Persez suggests, 
this time in public, that a ‘difference in culture’	  between De Pesser and Verastenhoven was 
decisive. De Pesser, who was already humiliated by Verastenhoven’s promotion at his 
expense, now suffers extra public humiliation from Persez: from a purely political matter, the 
missed promotion has now turned into a defeat for which De Pesser has himself to blame. De 
Pesser takes revenge for this severe loss of face in an elaborate theatrical performance, which 
forges a number of indexical links between Standard Dutch and some rather unfavourable 
social meanings, and which demonstrates that he would be well able to appropriate and 
display the ‘culture’	  Persez refers to, if only he wanted to.  
De Pesser does this by extensively imitating Verastenhoven’s mannerisms: he greets 
his audience as Verastenhoven greets his colleagues every morning, using the term vrienden 
[friends] (lines 34, 41), imitates Verastenhoven’s typical gestures (line 41), and cleans the 
phone receiver just as Verastenhoven does every morning (lines 43–4). In addition, he 
switches from his default tussentaal to Standard Dutch:  
- he pronounces the vowel in bij and mijn (line 60) and the second vowel in 
partijvoorzitter (line 57) as a Standard Dutch diphthong [ɛi], instead of the regionally 
coloured monophthong [ɛː] that marks his routine speech style;  
- he uses the Standard Dutch [ɪ] in wil (line 40), benoeming (line 60), willen (line 65) 
and binnenwippen (line 66), which deviate markedly from his usual regionally 
coloured [i]s;  
- he produces the Standard Dutch [u] in benoeming (line 60) and hoed (line 67), which 
differs from his routine regionally coloured [uː] pronunciation of that vowel. 
However, his phonetic styling of ABN is clearly not intended as an authentic representation of 
Verastenhoven’s routine speech style, but as a stylized form of ABN, delivered in a 
hyberbolic manner, and keyed as parodic. This is especially clear in lines 58–60, where the 
syntax is overly complex and the lexical choices very formal. In addition, De Pesser’s 
performance is marked by phonetic overshoot (Bell & Gibson 2011: 568), some vowels 
deliberately being produced in an exaggerated, ‘hyperstandard’	  way. These ‘hyperstandard’	  
features include: 
- the very closed pronunciation of Standard Dutch /eː/ as [e̝ː], in Persez (line 51), 
beneden (line 54) and meneer (line 57);  
- the very open pronunciation of /ɛ/ as [ɛ̞] in Persez (line 51), hebben (line 53), Pesser 
(line 54), zegt (line 56) and ben (line 69);  
- the very closed realization of /aː/ as [a̝ː] in daar (line 33), allemaal (line 33), waar 
(line 40), and, lengthened and with extra emphasis, in aanschaffen (line 66);  
- the extra rounded pronunciation of /o/ as [o̹] in getroost (line 60) and vogeltje (line 
67). 
De Pesser has his version of Verastenhoven confirm explicitly that his promotion was 
indeed a political appointment, and has him conspire against De Pesser with an imaginary 
version of Persez, who describes De Pesser as a ‘plebeian’, a view which the faux 
Verastenhoven wholeheartedly endorses (line 56). The finale (from line 62 onwards) refers to 
the new hat Verastenhoven earlier on in the episode intended to buy at the hat shop ‘The king 
of the hat’. Whereas Verastenhoven was planning to buy a sober hat, De Pesser in his 
performance turns it into an extravagant hat with a bird on top. The reply ‘yes I am, ma’am’	  
(line 69) suggests that the imaginary shop lady on the phone, guessing from this frivolous 
choice, questions Verastenhoven’s heterosexuality. Now De Pesser in public and in the 
company of Verastenhoven himself explicitly voices and confirms the rumours about the 
latter’s sexual inclination, an insinuation which results in blatant loss of face for 
Verastenhoven and which for some of the colleagues apparently goes beyond the pale (line 
71). Thus, in this elaborate performance De Pesser effectively demonstrates that he is well 
able to master the ‘high culture’ which Verastenhoven epitomizes and which ‘working man’	  
De Pesser should himself pursue, but that he does not want to partake in that culture, 
distancing himself from it by portraying it as closely entwined with collusion and favouritism, 
and that speaking ABN is one of the airs and graces that are iconic of that culture. Similar to 
Extract 1, the subordinate nonstandard (tussentaal) speaker enjoys an (albeit momentary) 
interactional victory over the superordinate standard speaker by showing verbal wit, and 
renounces the symbolic capital of the standard through portraying it as an index of a deviant 
sexual identity. 
 
4.3. Perpetuating and reworking the ABN propaganda 
 
The above analysis shows how the discursive regime of linguistic hierarchization in which 
Standard Dutch is at the top and dialect at the bottom was not confined to the discourse of 
language policy makers and activists, but also led a ‘social life’	  (Agha 2007: 190) in popular 
media genres such as TV fiction. For three seasons, The Colleagues brought into circulation 
metadiscursive depictions of Standard Dutch and dialect in which the discourse of the ABN 
campaigns clearly resonated, before a viewing audience equalling nearly one third of the 
Flemish population. Regardless of how the members of this audience responded to them in 
their own subsequent (meta)discourse, seeking to align their self-images (partly or wholly) 
with the characters depicted in The Colleagues, or not (cf. Agha 2007: 201), the show in any 
case ‘create[d] a memorable cast of fictional characters, whose popularity made the link 
between accent and social character more widely known’	  (ibid.: 214). As a result, the 
standardization of Dutch in mid-twentieth century Flanders can be considered a successful 
case of what Agha has called enregisterment, a process ‘whereby performable signs become 
recognized (and regrouped) as belonging to distinct, differentially valorized semiotic registers 
by a population’	  (ibid.: 81). Indeed, through widespread metadiscursive practices in numerous 
social domains, Standard Dutch and the Flemish dialects were installed in Flemish collective 
cultural awareness as distinct and antipodal varieties (or, in Agha’s terms, ‘registers’) 
indexical of diametrically opposed sets of contexts and speaker attributes: high-low, formal-
informal, intellectual-uneducated, refined-coarse, etc. (cf. Bourdieu 1991; Jaspers & Van 
Hoof 2013). Equally clear, however, is that The Colleagues steered the enregisterment of 
Standard Dutch in a more critical and parodic direction. The show reworks the civilized and 
benevolent standard speaker into an overly refined language zealot with a deviant sexual 
orientation, and highlights the tension between the discourse of civilization and inclusion that 
surrounds ABN, and its actual use as a mechanism of distinction and a means of legitimizing 
inequality. 
It seems fair, then, to characterize the indexical profile of Standard Dutch in The 
Colleagues as ambivalent and complex.6 But also the indexicality of dialect	  on the show is 
somewhat ambiguous. While Dockx and Arabelle are typified as possessing insufficient 
linguistic competences to climb the social ladder, Paul Tienpondt’s no less salient dialect use 
has never prevented him from becoming head of his own department and acquiring the 
                                                
6 This mixed indexicality of Standard Dutch is by no means unique, and resembles tendencies 
elsewhere in Western Europe. For the United Kingdom, for instance, Mugglestone (2003: 280) notes 
that Received Pronunciation, the standard British English accent, ‘has increasingly been seen not as 
neutral and “accentless”	  –	  the images implicitly traded on by the early BBC –	  but instead as being 
heavily marked in accent terms, signalling elitism and exclusiveness rather than that “passport to 
wider circles of acquaintance”	  which had so often been proclaimed in the past’. In some parts of the 
UK, such as Scotland and Northern England, the ‘posh’	  connotation may moreover be much less new 
than in the south (James Costa, personal communication).	  
corresponding material wealth (he owns an apartment on the Belgian coast and one in Salou, 
Spain). This high-status and quick-witted dialect speaker breaks up the iconic relation 
between dialect use and communicative incompetence and casts doubt on the premise that a 
sound competence in Standard Dutch is the conditio sine qua non of social mobility in late 
twentieth century Flanders. In addition, rather than only being ridiculed, Jomme Dockx is 
above all affectionately portrayed,7 and the tremendous acclaim his character received from 
the audience by far exceeded the other characters’	  popularity.8 Seen in this light, the framing 
of dialect in The Colleagues ‘do[es] far more than articulate “working class-ness”	  or 
“disadvantage”’, and illustrates that	  ‘“stigmatized”	  vernaculars [...] have more positive social 
connotations as well’	  (Coupland 2009: 285). 
 
4.4. The portrayal of tussentaal and its speakers 
 
The metadiscourse of the ABN campaigns nearly exclusively targeted the poles of the 
linguistic spectrum, i.e. Standard Dutch and dialect. Language use that stands midway 
between these poles only started to attract more than cursory attention from both ‘lay’	  
commentators and linguists in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the period when the latter also 
coined the term tussentaal. It can therefore be argued that the enregisterment, through explicit 
metadiscourses, of hybrid forms of language use under the umbrella term tussentaal only 
started in that period. This is not to say, however, that such language use was nonexistent 
before that period. Indeed, even though in The Colleagues the term tussentaal (or a similar 
denominator) is never used as a metadiscursive label, the characters Bossé, De Pesser and 
Van Hie already use a speech style that satisfies all the criteria to be called tussentaal (cf. Rys 
& Taeldeman 2007; Taeldeman 2008). As is typical for tussentaal, these characters’	  accents 
are regionally coloured, whereas more strongly locally coloured dialectal phonological 
features are largely absent from their speech. In addition, their morphosyntax and phonology 
exhibit some typical tussentaal features that are widespread in large parts of Flanders, e.g.:  
                                                
7 Manu Verreth, the actor who played Dockx, characterized him as follows: ‘Hij was een mens van 
goede wil en een gelukmaker. Misschien met een laag IQ, maar hij had heel wat gezond verstand. 
Jomme Dockx heeft me doen inzien hoe mooi de eenvoud kan zijn.’ [He meant well and he was a 
bringer of luck. Maybe with a low IQ, but he had a good share of common sense. Jomme Dockx made 
me realize how beautiful simplicity can be.] (quoted in Rinckhout 2009). 
8 So much is clear from the extensive media coverage the death of Manu Verreth received in 2009. It 
was front page news in all newspapers, and the VRT broadcast Verreth’s favourite episode of The 
colleagues as a tribute to the deceased actor. In comparison, the death of Tessy Moerenhout, who had 
played Betty Bossé, two years later got considerably less media attention. Jomme Dockx seems to 
have become an all time Flemish TV icon. 
- the use of ge and gij as pronouns of address, instead of Standard Dutch je and jij [you] 
–	  see Bossé’s gij’s in Extract 1 (lines 12, 46); 
- the dropping of final t’s in short function words –	  see De Pesser’s da [that] instead of 
Standard Dutch dat in Extract 2 (line 1); 
- the use of nonstandard adnominal inflection –	  see De Pesser’s gene cultuur [no 
culture] instead of geen cultuur in Extract 2 (line 8).  
They moreover use a fair deal of nonstandard lexis, comprising endogenous Flemish words 
(e.g. schoon instead of Standard Dutch mooi [beautiful]), as well as French loan words (e.g. 
gazet instead of Standard Dutch krant [newspaper]).  
 The portrayal of these three speakers stands out from the depiction of dialect and 
Standard Dutch speakers in several ways. Firstly, the use of tussentaal in The Colleagues 
hardly ever compromises its speakers. If tussentaal speakers are challenged to prove their 
competences in Standard Dutch or in formal or written registers, they are able to do so quite 
aptly, and they never have any trouble understanding or using any abstract or otherwise 
difficult words. Puis’	  critique of Bossé’s ‘non-ABN’	  speech style in Extract 1 is a rare 
instance of tussentaal being the butt of critique, but it is telling that the attack is adequately 
warded off by Bossé, who with her witty retort demonstrates her verbal agility –	  in stark 
contrast with a dialect speaker like Jomme Dockx, who in similar situations invariably tastes 
defeat. Despite its nonstandardness, then, tussentaal in this show is generally an index of 
verbally competent personae.  
Moreover, whereas stylizations and imitations of dialect and standard speakers 
abound, and the tussentaal speakers are often the ones delivering them, their own speech style 
is never the object of such critical or ridiculing theatrical performances. Thus, The Colleagues 
implicitly seems to portray tussentaal as a ‘normal’	  or ‘inconspicuous’	  speech style, against 
which dialect and Standard Dutch stand out as ‘marked’	  (Bucholtz & Hall 2004). 
 Finally, tussentaal speakers are often the ones who ridicule the grammatical errors and 
mangled expressions produced by the dialect speakers (see section 4.1). Other characters 
mostly respond to their mockery with grins or laughter that validate the intervention and 
confirm the ludicrous character of the targeted solecisms. Despite the nonstandardness of their 
own speech, then, tussentaal speakers can legitimately engage in this specific type of 
correction practices. Other kinds of correction practices, however, do not receive such 
endorsement. The use of nonstandard lexis, which is a habit that tussentaal speakers have in 
common with the dialect speakers, is only criticized by ABN speakers, and most of these 
corrections meet with irritation from the other colleagues. Such purificationist interventions 
are in other words framed as overzealous and illegitimate, whereas the ‘moderate’	  degree of 
nonstandardness that tussentaal represents is framed as normal and acceptable. 
 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
 
The above analysis of speech typification patterns in The Colleagues has shown how the 
enregisterment of Standard Dutch and dialect in the period 1950–80 extended to popular and 
widely consumed media genres such as TV fiction. At the same time, intense standardization 
efforts seem to have invested not only dialect, but also Standard Dutch with connotations that 
can at least be called ambivalent. Precisely these mixed indexicalities of the poles of the 
linguistic spectrum may have paved the way for the recruitment of hybrid speech styles to 
index ‘linguistic normality’, and may have thus contributed to the success, both in fictional as 
well as in many non-fictional contexts, of tussentaal. The latter can be understood as a speech 
style that can be exploited for avoiding the negative social meanings at the same time as 
aligning oneself with the positive meanings associated with dialect and Standard Dutch. 
Tussentaal is non-dialectal, and as such free from the uncultured, lower class connotations of 
dialect, but at the same time sufficiently nonstandard to remain free from the equally 
unattractive connotations of fanaticism and elitism that Standard Dutch has come to exude. 
The hybrid mix of features seems to enable speakers to style themselves as non-elitist and still 
professionally competent, as non-provincial but also not overly mannered, as serious and not 
laughable or pretentious. 
In addition, it is worth noting that using tussentaal does not prevent its speakers from 
drawing on long-standing ideas of correctness to mock dialect speakers’	  solecisms and portray 
them as linguistically incompetent (see section 4.4), thereby engaging in correction practices 
typically associated with the standard language ideology and taking part in the reproduction of 
the class-based linguistic hierarchy. Rather than necessarily being antithetical to the standard 
language ideology, or a counter-hegemonic, ‘centrifugal force’	  working against the centripetal 
force of standardization (Bell 2011: 179; after Bakhtin 1981: 272), using tussentaal can go 
hand in hand with the (partial) endorsement and reproduction of the standard language 
ideology, and seems to mediate between as well as feed off the two non-normal, highly 
conspicuous speech styles that the intense propagation of this ideology has created (cf. Jaspers 
& Van Hoof 2015). 
 This raises the question whether ‘destandardization’	  is really the best term to describe 
the current linguistic situation in Flanders, at least if the term is taken to imply that lack of 
respect for the standard variety or the positive evaluation of nonstandard language forms are 
recent phenomena, and per definition incompatible with a viable standard language ideology. 
This chapter has tried to show that language ideological changes in Flemish broadcasting 
cannot be analysed as an evolution from an earlier ‘pro-standard consensus’	  to a currently 
‘mixed ideological field’	  (Coupland & Kristiansen 2011: 32). Rather, the ideological field of 
public broadcasting in Flanders was mixed already when standardization efforts were still in 
full sway: already then speech styles had complex and multidimensional indexical profiles, 
neither entirely positive nor completely negative, their social meanings and language users’	  
attitudes towards them being variable, contextually specific, and sometimes also ambiguous 
(Coupland 2009; cf. Coupland & Kristiansen 2011: 29; Blommaert 2005: 175). It might 
therefore be preferable, following Coupland (2014), to analyse the Flemish language 
ideological landscape as characterized by a continuous tension between ‘standardization’	  and 
‘vernacularization’, the latter referring to the positive valorization of vernacular (nonstandard 
and traditionally stigmatized) language use. In doing so, it might moreover be more 
productive not to view standardization and vernacularization as each other’s antipodes or 
occurring in linear succession (as seems to have been the case with the conceptual pair 
‘standardization’–‘destandardization’), but as co-occurring and even causing and conditioning 
each other, as the success of tussentaal as a vernacular style in Flanders seems to be 
predicated on a context of standardization.  
All of this is not to deny that the balance between standardization and 
vernacularization has been shifting in recent years, and that more contexts than before have 
evidenced a positive valorization of vernacular varieties in general, and of tussentaal in 
particular (cf. Grondelaers & Speelman 2013 for experimental evidence that lexical tussentaal 
features may elicit prestige evaluations). Broadcasting in Flanders is nevertheless still far 
removed from a language ideological situation in which ‘anything goes’. While hard news is 
still the exclusive domain of Standard Dutch, also in entertainment institutional voices are 
preferably still standard voices. The ‘canonical’	  presenter role of a speaker addressing a live 
audience, for instance, still seems to be a no-go area for other than (near-)standard voices (cf. 
Coupland 2014), and intrusions into this domain of all too strongly vernacular speakers meet 
with forceful resistance from viewers. In February 2014 the VRT apologized publicly, after a 
storm of criticism on Twitter, for having let a popstar whose routine speech style is markedly 
nonstandard present a music award show, and promised to ‘see to it, more than ever, that the 
linguistic expectations of the audience are not betrayed’	  (Hendrickx 2014). The fierce 
opposition that vernacular language ‘not knowing its place’	  engenders in such cases is an 
indication that Standard Dutch has not lost all of its feathers just yet. 
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Appendix: transcription conventions 
 
[text]  overlapping talk 
((text))  ‘stage directions’ 
=  latching, no pause between turns 
text  stress 
:  elongation of preceding sound 
(.)  short pause 
<text>  speech delivered more quickly  
>text<  speech delivered more slowly  
°text°  speech spoken more softly  
TEXT  speech spoken more loudly 
(    )  inaudible speech 
(text)  unclear speech, transcriber’s guess	  
	  
